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Abstract: 16	
Understanding how populations adapt to heterogeneous thermal regimes is essential 17	
for comprehending how latitudinal gradients in species diversification are formed, and 18	
how taxa will respond to ongoing climate change. Adaptation can occur by innate 19	
genetic factors, by phenotypic plasticity, or by a combination of both mechanisms. 20	
Yet, the relative contribution of such mechanisms to large-scale latitudinal gradients 21	
of thermal tolerance across conspecific populations remains unclear. We examine 22	
thermal performance in 11 populations of the intertidal copepod Tigriopus 23	
californicus, ranging from Baja California Sur (Mexico) to British Columbia 24	
(Canada). Common garden experiments show that survivorship to acute heat stress 25	
differs between populations (by up to 3.8°C in LD50 values), reflecting a strong 26	
genetic thermal adaptation. Using a split-brood experiment with two rearing 27	
temperatures, we also show that developmental phenotypic plasticity is beneficial to 28	
thermal tolerance (by up to 1.3°C), and that this effect differs across populations. 29	
Although genetic divergence in heat tolerance strongly correlates with latitude and 30	
temperature, differences in the plastic response do not. In the context of climate 31	
warming, our results confirm the general prediction that low-latitude populations are 32	
most susceptible to local extinction because genetic adaptation has placed 33	
physiological limits closer to current environmental maxima, but our results also 34	
contradict the prediction that phenotypic plasticity is constrained at lower latitudes. 35	36	
		
Introduction 37	
Latitudinal gradients in abiotic factors strongly determine species distributions. Of 38	
these factors, temperature is arguably the most important, as its effects are pervasive 39	
across all levels of biological organization, from biochemistry of molecular processes 40	
to physiology of the whole organism [1-3]. As such, it is expected that organisms 41	
adapt to latitudinal gradients by matching their physiological tolerances to the local 42	
thermal environment experienced along their range [4]. Understanding the 43	
mechanisms underlying the evolution of thermal tolerance is critical not only for 44	
explaining contemporary biogeographic patterning, but also for predicting how 45	
climate change and evolutionary adaptation will affect future species distributions 46	
[5,6]. 47	
Adaptation is generally defined as a genetically-based change caused by 48	
natural selection [7,8]. Comparative physiology studies involving populations of one 49	
species or congeneric species spanning a wide latitudinal gradient have most clearly 50	
identified two non-mutually exclusive mechanisms underlying thermal adaptation: 51	
innate genetic divergence and phenotypic plasticity [6]. Divergence of genomic 52	
regions involved in thermal tolerance can alter protein expression, structure, and 53	
performance in different environments, affecting individual fitness by natural 54	
selection and ultimately leading to fixation of advantageous mutations in populations. 55	
This clear link between mutation, gene, function and phenotype, has made studies of 56	
genetic divergence appealing and prominent in the adaptation literature [9]. Studies 57	
have shown that even single amino-acid substitutions in orthologous enzymes from 58	
taxa adapted to different temperatures may significantly alter the structure and 59	
function of proteins [10-12]. On the other hand, phenotypic plasticity allows the same 60	
genotype to adjust the phenotype when induced by environmental cues [13]. Although 61	
the genetic basis of plasticity remains debated [8,14], it is now clear that plasticity can 62	
be under genetic control, specific to certain functions, altered by natural selection [14-63	
16], and hence provide an underappreciated mechanism for adaptation [17]. Common 64	
garden experiments have shown that the contribution of plastic responses to thermal 65	
tolerance can be equal to or even greater than that of innate genetic divergence [18]. 66	
A renewed interest in phenotypic plasticity has motivated studies showing that these 67	
two mechanisms may interact to impede or promote phenotypic evolution [15,19], 68	
even ecological speciation [20-22]. 69	
		
Two predictions can be made in regards to how these two mechanisms of 70	
adaptation will influence taxa spanning large-scale latitudinal gradients of 71	
temperature: innate genetic responses should correlate with mean environmental 72	
temperature [23], while phenotypic plasticity (or performance breath) should correlate 73	
with the amplitude of thermal variability [24] (following the climatic variability 74	
hypothesis [25]). Studies of porcelain crabs [26,27] and tropical lizards [28] have 75	
shown some support for these hypotheses. Those results imply that warm-adapted 76	
taxa from lower latitudes, particularly ectotherms, are most threatened by further 77	
increases in temperature because 1) their innate acute thermal limits (LD50 values) lie 78	
close to current environmental thermal maxima, and 2) they have only limited ability 79	
to modify heat-tolerance through plasticity [6]. 80	
We address these hypotheses using the marine copepod Tigriopus 81	
californicus, which is widely distributed over a large-scale (~35o) latitudinal gradient 82	
in North America, ranging from Baja California Sur to Alaska. Spatial restriction of 83	
this species to splash pools in the high intertidal and supralittoral zone, where tidal 84	
immersion is rare, has resulted in allopatric evolution [29]. Independently evolving 85	
populations along this latitudinal gradient experience several similar abiotic stressors, 86	
such as variation in salinity, oxygen and pH, as is characteristic of high tidal pools 87	
[30,31]. However, other abiotic stressors such as temperature show a pronounced 88	
clinal variation, both in temperature of the air and sea surface. Some populations 89	
experience temperatures up to 40° C [32], occasionally leading to pool desiccation 90	
and local extinctions [30]. Common garden experiments with populations spanning up 91	
to 17° of latitude have shown that survivorship to acute thermal limit decreases with 92	
increasing latitude, suggesting that copepod populations are genetically adapted to a 93	
latitudinal thermal gradient [32,33]. Transcriptome analysis has shown that expression 94	
of orthologous heat-shock proteins strongly differs between a warm- and a cold-95	
adapted population raised in common garden [34], indicating that high inter-96	
population differentiation might facilitate genetic adaptation, via both structural 97	
changes in proteins and changes in gene expression. An experiment rearing 98	
descendants of wild-caught females from 6 populations at two temperature regimes 99	
(cold and constant versus warm and variable) suggested that rearing regime (mean 100	
temperature or variability) causes a plastic response in thermal tolerance, and that 101	
plasticity seemed to be inversely correlated with latitude [32]. Yet, the potential 102	
		
contribution of phenotypic plasticity to adaptation to latitudinal thermal gradients 103	
remains unclear, as it requires split-brood experiments [13]. 104	
To assess the relative contribution of genetic divergence and phenotypic 105	
plasticity in the adaptation to a latitudinal temperature gradient by the copepod T. 106	
californicus we focus on 11 natural populations spanning 23.4° of latitude which have 107	
evolved under a wide range of temperature regimes. First, we test if genetic 108	
divergence contributes to population differences in heat tolerance, using common 109	
garden experiments that exclude trans-generational maternal effects, and measuring 110	
survivorship to acute heat-stress from 33°C to 40°C. Second, we test if developmental 111	
phenotypic plasticity contributes to heat-tolerance and whether it differs among 112	
populations by using a split-brood experiment with two rearing temperatures 113	
(constant 20 and 25°C). Finally, we examine correlation of both genetic and plastic 114	
adaptation with habitat temperature, providing insights on the relative importance of 115	
the two mechanisms potentially underlying thermal adaptation across this large-scale 116	
latitudinal gradient, and on population susceptibility to ongoing climate warming. 117	
  118	
		
Materials and Methods 119	
Population sampling and culturing 120	
We extended the sampling from previous works [32,33] to encompass most of the 121	
species range by collecting a total of 11 populations (Fig. 1; Suppl. Table 1), from 122	
Baja California Sur in Mexico (27.18° latitude) to British Columbia in Canada 123	
(50.58° latitude). Stocks were maintained in 400 mL beakers of filtered seawater. 124	
Copepods were fed ground “Algae Wafers” (Kyorin Co., Himeji, Japan). Populations 125	
were split into additional beakers when they reached high densities and beakers were 126	
periodically mixed to prevent intrapopulation divergence due to stochastic genetic 127	
drift. Salinity was monitored and kept at a constant 32 ppt. Stock cultures were 128	
maintained at 20°C with a 12:12 L:D photoperiod for at least two generations before 129	
the split-brood experiment, to eliminate epigenetic and other maternal effects that can 130	
influence thermal tolerance [35]. 131	
 132	
Split-brood experiment and common garden 133	
To account for intra-population genetic variation, ~200 gravid females from each 134	
stock population were randomly selected and pooled in petri dishes, which were kept 135	
for two days at 20°C. After this time, adult females were removed, and the descendent 136	
broods were randomly split into two different rearing temperatures: a control 137	
condition of 20°C considered to be benign across populations, and a treatment 138	
condition of 25°C that is expected to affect multiple life-history traits [36]. Contrary 139	
to a previous work addressing the effect of developmental phenotypic plasticity [32], 140	
temperature was kept constant in both control and treatment conditions, to avoid the 141	
known confounding effect of mean temperature and daily variability [36]. Nauplii 142	
were fed ad libitum, similar to stock cultures. Split-broods developing at control and 143	
treatment conditions reached maturity after four weeks, and were subsequently used 144	
for estimating thermal tolerance. 145	
 146	
Survivorship to acute heat-stress 147	
		
To measure thermal tolerance, we examined survivorship to acute heat-stress 148	
following the protocol developed by [33]. For each pair of control and treatment split-149	
broods, ten mature animals were moved to 15 mL Falcon tubes with 10 mL of filtered 150	
seawater. After a resting period of one hour at their respective rearing temperature, 151	
the tubes were moved to a water bath at the target stress-temperature for one hour. 152	
Following the heat-stress, tubes were moved to 20°C for a one-hour period of 153	
recovery and then transferred to fresh medium. Survivorship was scored as the 154	
fraction of individuals surviving after three days. 155	
Survivorship to acute heat-stress was assessed at one degree intervals from 156	
33°C to 40°C, depending on the range of temperatures tolerated by each population 157	
(Suppl. Table 2). The assay was replicated six times for mid-range heat-stress 158	
temperatures, where we expected to see the greatest difference in survivorship 159	
between rearing conditions, and three times for upper and lower heat-stress 160	
temperatures, where survivorship of split-broods in alternative rearing conditions 161	
converged. Each heat-stress experiment included control and treatment split-broods, 162	
as well as populations from different latitudes, so that genetic differences were not 163	
confounded by possible temporal variations of the assay. This study includes 42 to 66 164	
replicates per population, corresponding to a total of 6,180 adult copepods. 165	
 166	
Contribution of genetic divergence 167	
To test if genetic divergence contributes for population differences in heat tolerance, 168	
we compared survivorship of populations growing under common garden conditions, 169	
both at 20 and at 25°C. To describe the thermal performance curves for each 170	
population (one for each rearing condition), we first calculated mean and standard 171	
error for each heat-stress temperature and combined values across temperatures. We 172	
then produced a model of thermal tolerance for each population and rearing condition, 173	
by fitting a sigmoidal curve to all replicates of survivorship across all heat-stress 174	
temperatures. From this model we calculated the thermal tolerance as expressed by 175	
LD50 (i.e. temperature inducing 50% survivorship), thermal limit as expressed by LD10 176	
(i.e. temperature inducing 10% survivorship), and the respective standard errors. 177	
Based on previous work with more limited sampling and fewer heat-stress 178	
		
temperatures, we expect southern populations to be more heat-tolerant than northern 179	
populations [32,33]. All statistical analyses were performed in R 2.15.1 (R 180	
Development Core Team, functions: glm, dose.LD50). 181	
 182	
Contribution of phenotypic plasticity 183	
To test if developmental phenotypic plasticity contributes to heat tolerance, we first 184	
tested whether survivorship of split-broods growing at different rearing conditions 185	
(20°C vs. 25°C) had significantly different survivorship to heat-stress, using a 186	
nonparametric Wilcoxon test on survivorship data at each heat-stress temperature (R 187	
function: wilcox.test). We then used LD50 values to plot reaction norms of heat 188	
tolerance for each population at the two different rearing conditions. If higher rearing 189	
temperature results in ‘adaptive’ phenotypic plasticity in heat tolerance (i.e. beneficial 190	
[8]), we expect LD50s for a given population to be significantly different between 191	
rearing temperatures and the reaction norms to have a positive slope. We assessed 192	
significance using a two-sample t-test. 193	
If populations have genetic variance in phenotypic plasticity, we expect that 194	
those slopes will differ among pairs of populations, possibly generating crossed 195	
reaction norms [13]. First, we test if heat tolerances of split-broods reared at 196	
alternative conditions differ among the 11 populations. We fit the survivorship to 197	
heat-stress in a general linear model where survivorship is explained by heat-stress 198	
temperature, rearing condition, population, and the interaction between population 199	
and rearing condition. We then use the heterogeneity of slopes test (ANOVA) to 200	
explicitly test for significance of the interaction term, i.e. if populations differ in their 201	
phenotypic plasticity. Second, we identify which pairs of population have crossed 202	
reaction norms. For each pair of populations, we statistically tested for crossed 203	
reaction norms by: 1) calculating a test statistic reflecting the difference between the 204	
differences in LD50s between populations at each rearing condition (test statistic = 205	
(LD50 pop1 20°C – LD50 pop2 20°C) – (LD50 pop1 25°C – LD50 pop2 25°C)); 206	
calculating a SE for that statistic using the sum of the squares of the SEs (SE = √Σ 207	
SEi,j2, where i is pop and j is rearing temperature); and finally calculating a z-score to 208	
		
reflect significance (z-score = test statistic / SE). We used a Bonferroni correction for 209	
multiple testing. 210	
To better understand if adaptive phenotypic plasticity is caused by increases of 211	
thermal tolerance (LD50) or thermal limit (LD10) at each population, for each split-212	
brood pair we calculated ΔLD50 and ΔLD10 and associated SEs, as described above. 213	
 214	
Latitudinal Gradients 215	
To understand how genetic divergence and phenotypic plasticity contribute to large-216	
scale gradients on thermal tolerance, we tested correlations between latitude and air 217	
temperature (alternative independent variables) and indexes reflecting the two 218	
evolutionary mechanisms (dependent variables: LD50 at the benign rearing 219	
temperature of 20°C and ΔLD50, respectively). We assessed statistical significance by 220	
fitting a linear model relating the dependent and independent variables (R function: 221	
lm). Annual mean air temperature and annual temperature range were recovered from 222	
the BioClim database for each site [37], at 1 km2 resolutions and averaged across 30 223	
years (~1560 generations of copepods). 224	
 225	
Potentially confounding factors 226	
Because elevated rearing temperatures are known to cause lower developmental 227	
survivorship [36], the adult individuals measured for thermal tolerance might 228	
represent a non-random subset of the population, thus leading to an increase of 229	
estimated thermal tolerance that reflects selection favoring tolerant individuals, rather 230	
than phenotypic plasticity. We tested this by measuring survivorship during 231	
development at the two rearing temperatures. During the split-brood experiments, we 232	
transferred 10 nauplii (times 12 replicates) from each population into six-well plates 233	
and reared them at control and treatment temperatures, as explained above. After 14 234	
days, we measured developmental survivorship and used a Wilcoxon test to assess 235	
significance between rearing temperatures. If there is an effect of selection during 236	
development, we expect a positive correlation between difference in developmental 237	
		
survivorship (a proxy for the strength of selection) and increase in thermal tolerance 238	
(ΔLD50). 239	
In addition to long-term developmental conditions discussed above, 240	
phenotypic plasticity may also result from short-term acclimation of adult individuals. 241	
We tested whether acclimation can result in similar changes in thermal tolerance 242	
observed after full development at different temperatures. For three populations from 243	
different latitudinal ranges for which we had abundant stock cultures (PAC, PES, 244	
BR), we randomly sampled 10 adults (times 6 replicates) into petri dishes, and kept 245	
them at 20 or 25°C for one day. After acclimation, we assessed survivorship to acute 246	
heat-stress at 36°C as explained above; this heat-stress temperature was previously 247	
identified as resulting in a strong increase in thermal tolerance across most 248	
populations. We used a Wilcoxon test corrected for multiple comparisons to assess 249	
differences on survivorship between control temperature (stable at 20°C), acclimation 250	




Contribution of genetic divergence 254	
Our split-brood and common garden experiment allowed us to describe the thermal 255	
performance curve for each population at the two rearing conditions (Fig. 1). In 256	
general, thermal performance curves approximated a sigmoidal shape, starting with a 257	
plateau of maximum survivorship at lower temperatures characterized by narrower 258	
standard errors, followed by a steep decrease of survivorship characterized by wider 259	
standard errors, and ending when we observed no survivorship. Performance curves 260	
from northern populations generally shift to lower temperatures, reaching zero 261	
survivorship at heat-stress temperatures where southern populations can maintain 262	
100% survivorship (e.g. PAC vs SRQ; Fig. 1). This pattern is consistent across 263	
rearing conditions (Suppl. Fig. 1). The sigmoidal model shows differences in thermal 264	
tolerance (expressed by LD50), varying between 33.813 °C in RC and 37.638°C in 265	
SRQ (Suppl. Fig. 2A); thermal limit (expressed by LD10) varies between 34.754 °C in 266	
RC and 39.203 °C in SRQ (Suppl. Fig. 2B). 267	
 268	
Contribution of phenotypic plasticity 269	
Comparisons of performance curves between split-broods that developed under 270	
different rearing conditions show significant differences at one to four heat-stress 271	
temperatures within each population (asterisks in Fig. 1). In each population, split-272	
brood pairs exhibited performance curves with the same approximate shape (Fig. 1), 273	
and the sigmoidal model shows significant increases in LD50 and LD10 in every 274	
population (Suppl. Fig. 2) in a generally proportional way across populations (Suppl. 275	
Fig. 3). The degree of phenotypic plasticity among populations is reflected by 276	
increases of thermal tolerance, as expressed by ΔLD50, and varies from 0.396 to 277	
1.341°C (Suppl. Fig. 4). All reaction norms for heat tolerance (LD50) have a positive 278	
slope (Fig. 2). The model shows that survivorship strongly depends on heat-stress 279	
temperature and rearing condition (P-values << 0.001), and that in some populations 280	
the effect of rearing condition is significantly different from the average effect (e.g. 281	
HEC and BUF among others; see Suppl. Table 3 for P-values). The ANOVA showed 282	
that all four terms of the model, including the interaction between population and 283	
		
rearing condition, significantly contribute to explain the observed survivorship to heat 284	
stress (all P-values << 0.001). This variation of phenotypic plasticity among 285	
populations is also reflected in crossed reaction norms based on LD50. Among all 55 286	
pairwise comparisons, 25 pairs of populations have a z-score > 1.96 (corresponding to 287	
an α of 0.05 in a two-sided test). From these, 10 pairwise comparisons remain 288	
significant after correcting for multiple testing (z-score > 3.26; Suppl. Table 4), 6 of 289	
which involve HEC, 3 involve BUF, and 1 is PES x RC. 290	
 291	
Latitudinal Gradients 292	
Thermal tolerance, as expressed by LD50, is strongly negatively correlated with 293	
latitude (R2 = 0.831, P-value = 10-5; Suppl. Fig. 5A). This is reflected by positive 294	
correlation with temperature (R2 = 0.8182, P-value = 8x10-5; Fig. 3A). 295	
In contrast, we find that the plasticity in thermal tolerance, as expressed by 296	
ΔLD50, is neither significantly correlated with latitude (R2 = 0.0657, P-value = 0.5; 297	
Suppl. Fig. 5B) nor with temperature (R2 = 0.01326, P-value = 0.736; Fig. 3A). 298	
 299	
Potentially confounding factors 300	
We did not find any evidence for an effect of confounding factors on our results. 301	
Although survivorship during development is slightly lower at warmer rearing 302	
temperatures, differences are only significant for 3 out of the 11 populations 303	
(Wilcoxon pairwise comparison for BDM, HEC and RC: P-values < 0.05; Suppl. Fig. 304	
6A). Most importantly, the observed increases in heat tolerance (ΔLD50) are not 305	
positively correlated with the strength of selection during development, as expressed 306	
by difference in survivorship at the two rearing temperatures (in fact the correlation is 307	
negative, R2= 0.31, P-value= 0.047; Suppl. Fig. 6B). We observed slight increases in 308	
survivorship to heat-stress after short-term acclimation, but survivorship of 309	
acclimated individuals is not significantly different from control individuals lacking 310	
acclimation (all P-values > 0.55).  Survivorship for both acclimated and non-311	
acclimated individuals is significantly lower than for individuals that developed at 312	
warmer rearing temperature (all P-values < 0.024; Suppl. Fig. 7).  313	
		
Discussion 314	
Genetic divergence leads to large differences in thermal tolerance 315	
Previous common garden experiments have shown that populations of T. californicus 316	
have evolved genetic differences in their tolerance to acute heat stress [32,33]. By 317	
extending this approach to 11 populations distributed along wider latitudes (23.4°, 318	
ranging from temperate to tropical environments) we confirm that these earlier 319	
findings are generalizable across the species range sampled here. The thermal 320	
performance curves (Fig. 1, Suppl. Fig. 1) show that, across all heat-stress 321	
temperatures, northern populations have a lower survivorship than southern 322	
populations. Differences in survivorship to heat-stress are most remarkable at 35°C, a 323	
temperature that frequently occurs in tide pools from California [32] and that does not 324	
lead to mortality in southern populations while being partially or fully lethal in 325	
northern populations. Notably, performance curves from some of the northernmost 326	
populations (RC, PAC, and BDM) plateau below 100% survivorship at lower heat-327	
stress temperatures irrespective of the rearing conditions, showing that even relatively 328	
mild heat-stress (33 and 34°C) will cause some mortality at those populations but not 329	
in intermediate or lower latitude ones. Thermal tolerance and thermal limit, as 330	
estimated by LD50 and LD10, are in agreement, with inter-population differences of up 331	
to 3.825 and 4.449°C respectively (Suppl. Fig. 2), showing significant genetic 332	
adaptation across conspecific populations. 333	
Genetic adaptation between populations of the same species is often opposed 334	
by gene flow. In T. californicus, there is abundant evidence that gene flow is 335	
extremely restricted over the geographic range of the species [38-40]. Polymorphism 336	
studies across the transcriptome have shown that shared mutations quickly become 337	
fixed during population divergence [41]; e.g. between the closely related SD and BR 338	
populations, only 0.7% of the mutations are shared and 72.2% are fixed, with the 339	
remaining being polymorphic within each population. While such fixation at early 340	
stages of population divergence is likely driven by neutral evolution, this process also 341	
affects genes underlying thermal tolerance, such as heat-shock proteins, which 342	
contain amino-acid substitutions between the thermal tolerant population of SD and 343	
the relatively thermal sensitive population of SCN [34]. The populations studied here 344	
are distributed over a wider geographic and ecological range than previous studies 345	
		
and likely diverged in isolation over thousands or millions of years [42]. In this 346	
context, a combination of population demography, long divergence times and 347	
selection for alternative thermal regimes has apparently resulted in the accumulation 348	
of adaptive genetic differences among T. californicus populations and may explain 349	
the large difference in innate thermal tolerance observed here. 350	
 351	
Adaptive phenotypic plasticity differs among populations 352	
Similar to studies on other species, most investigations of the evolution of thermal 353	
tolerance in Tigriopus californicus have aimed to exclude phenotypic plasticity in 354	
order to concentrate on genetic adaptation. Here, we show that 1) performance curves 355	
of split-broods reared at different temperatures show significant differences of 356	
survivorship to acute heat stress (Fig. 1) and 2) reaction norms from all populations 357	
are positively sloped (Fig. 2), clearly supporting a significant beneficial contribution 358	
of phenotypic plasticity to thermal tolerance. Phenotypic plasticity in thermal 359	
tolerance is characterized both by an increase in thermal tolerance (LD50) and in 360	
thermal limit (LD10), generally leading to a shift of the whole performance curve to 361	
higher temperatures (Fig. 1, Suppl. Fig. 3). These increases in thermal tolerance were 362	
not confounded by differential survivorship due to rearing condition (Suppl. Fig. 6), 363	
indicating that differences in phenotype are indeed caused by developmental 364	
phenotypic plasticity rather than selective mortality during development. Moreover, 365	
individuals reared at higher temperature show a significantly higher survivorship to 366	
acute heat stress compared to individuals acclimated to the same temperature for 1 367	
day (Suppl. Fig. 7), suggesting that developmental phenotypic plasticity can result in 368	
much larger effects than short-term plasticity. Yet, changes in thermal tolerance due 369	
to adaptive plasticity are only up to 1.34 °C, much smaller than the 3.83 °C inter-370	
population difference due to genetic adaptation (Suppl. Fig. 2). Reviews on thermal 371	
adaptation to climate change suggest that plastic factors seem to be more to important 372	
than genetic factors [5]. Yet, the few studies successfully separating both factors tend 373	
to be restricted to fruit flies and daphnia [18,43]. Our results contradict this, 374	
suggesting that generalizations are still premature until a larger variety of taxa are 375	
studied. 376	
		
Interestingly, our results show that the magnitude of phenotypic plasticity 377	
differs among populations, resulting in a significant interaction between genotype and 378	
environment (i.e. between population and rearing temperature) and in crossed reaction 379	
norms (Fig. 2). This pattern is indicative of some genetic variation in plasticity 380	
[13,44], suggesting that populations of T. californicus differ genetically in the plastic 381	
response to heat stress. Although the genetic basis of phenotypic plasticity remains 382	
largely unknown, genetic (heritable) variation is the minimal requirement for the 383	
maintenance of plasticity by natural selection [8,13,45]. When alterations in the 384	
environment are predictable, such as during global warming, the ability to flexibly 385	
and rapidly respond to a new environment will be associated with increased fitness, 386	
allowing plasticity to evolve via Darwinian evolution. Recent studies in cichlid fishes 387	
have shown that plasticity in feeding morphology is genetically determined and can 388	
evolve adaptively via genetic assimilation [16], leading to ecological diversification 389	
and eventually to species formation [22]. Our finding of genetic variance in plasticity 390	
for thermal tolerance, which has direct consequences to individual physiology and 391	
fitness, suggests that phenotypic plasticity may in fact evolve via natural selection and 392	
contribute to adaptation to heat stress. 393	
 394	
Latitudinal gradients in thermal tolerance correlate with innate genetic 395	
differences, but not with developmental plasticity 396	
Heritable clinal patterns for temperature stress resistance have been described in a 397	
number of terrestrial invertebrates. Such macro-ecological patterns are hypothesized 398	
to reflect both genetic adaptation to higher temperatures characteristic of lower 399	
latitude, and/or plastic adaptation to broader temperature ranges experienced at higher 400	
latitudes (termed as the climatic variability hypothesis; [25]). By successfully 401	
separating genetic and plastic adaptation to heat stress in widespread populations of 402	
marine copepods, we test if both mechanisms contribute to large latitudinal gradients 403	
of thermal tolerance. 404	
In T. californicus, we find a strong and significant correlation of thermal 405	
tolerance, as reflected by LD50, both with mean air temperature (Fig. 3A) and with 406	
latitude (Suppl. Fig. 5A). These strong correlations between innate thermal tolerance 407	
		
and habitat measurements strongly suggest that mean temperatures experienced by 408	
local populations are a major driver of the large latitudinal gradients of thermal 409	
tolerance observed in this species. Studies in other species have shown similar 410	
correlation of innate, or environmentally independent, thermal tolerance with latitude 411	
(e.g. porcelain crabs [26], marine mollusks [46], amphibians [47] and fruit flies [48]), 412	
suggesting that genetic adaptation strongly contributes to large-scale latitudinal 413	
gradients observed across species. An emerging implication of latitudinal gradients of 414	
innate thermal tolerance across terrestrial insects [49], also supported by our results in 415	
this marine copepod, is that warm-adapted populations from lower latitudes are 416	
characterized by thermal limits that are frequently experienced in their local 417	
environments, suggesting that southernmost populations might be close to their innate 418	
adaptive capacity. 419	
The two critical assumptions of the climate variability hypothesis are that 420	
there is a gradient between latitude and thermal variability, and that there is a match 421	
between this cline and thermal physiological breath of a taxon [25]. Although there is 422	
a clear correlation between latitude and temperature variability throughout the range 423	
of T. californicus (Supp. Fig. 8), we do not find a correlation with performance 424	
breadth, as reflected by ΔLD50 (Fig. 3B), suggesting that phenotypic plasticity does 425	
not contribute to latitudinal gradients of thermal tolerance in this species. Our result 426	
contrasts with an earlier study using 6 populations from 3 similar environments [32], 427	
suggesting that broader sampling, a split brood experimental design, parallel rearing 428	
conditions and the careful exclusion of maternal effects are required for appropriate 429	
tests of the contribution of phenotypic plasticity in adaptation to large scale thermal 430	
gradients. Other factors that do not vary with latitude might be more relevant to 431	
explain the observed variation in phenotypic plasticity. The level of microclimate 432	
variability, such as the level of sun exposure of tide pools or pool size, varies strongly 433	
throughout the species range and can cause strong variation in temperature at finer 434	
spatial scales, which would not be recognized in the macro climatic variables used 435	
here. Other studies where genetic and plastic factors could be separated also did not 436	
show a correlation between latitude and thermal breath (e.g. in amphibians [50] and in 437	
fruit flies [51]), suggesting that the climatic variability hypothesis might not explain 438	
the evolution of latitudinal gradients in thermal tolerance in all species and that its 439	
generalization to explain such a strong macro-ecological pattern is premature. 440	
		
Concerning current climate warming, species from lower latitudes are 441	
generally considered to be the biggest ‘losers’ of adaptive capacity [6]. Our results 442	
from Tigriopus californicus suggest that this generalization is only partially true. 443	
Although we confirm that adaptive genetic capacity of southern populations might be 444	
limited because thermal limits lie near current thermal maxima, phenotypic plasticity 445	
is not more restricted, providing some, yet limited, capacity to accommodate 446	
increases in heat-tolerance. 447	
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Figure 1. Thermal tolerance along the distribution of Tigriopus californicus. 459	
Sampling localities (right map) span a latitudinal gradient from 27.18°N in the state of 460	
Baja California South, Mexico, to 50.58°N in the state of Columbia, Canada. 461	
Survivorship to heat stress was tested in siblings reared at a control optimal 462	
temperature (20°C; black) and a treatment sub-optimal temperature (25°C; grey). 463	
Performance curves connect mean survivorship ± SE to 1-hour acute heat stress, 464	
between 33 to 40 °C. Significant differences in survivorship between control and 465	
treatment are demarked by * for P < 0.05, and ** for P < 0.01 (Mann-Whitney U-466	
test). 467	
Figure 2. Reaction norms of thermal tolerance, after a split-brood experiment and two 468	
rearing temperatures (20 and 25 °C). Thermal tolerance is summarized by LD50, 469	
which reflects the temperature causing 50% mortality; bars reflect standard errors, 470	
which are affected by technical replication and intra-population variability. 471	
Figure 3. Relative contribution of genetic adaptation and phenotypic plasticity to 472	
large-scale latitudinal gradient of air temperature in Tigriopus californicus. A. 473	
Genetic adaptation as reflected by thermal tolerance (LD50) in a common garden at a 474	
benign rearing temperature. B. Developmental phenotypic plasticity as reflected by 475	
increase of thermal tolerance (ΔLD50) in split broods reared at different temperatures. 476	
Supplementary Figure 1. Gradient of thermal tolerance in populations of Tigriopus 477	
californicus at the two rearing conditions. Populations are colored according to 478	
latitude, from the thermal sensitive populations from northern latitudes (blue tones), 479	
to the thermal tolerant populations from southern latitudes (red tones). 480	
Supplementary Figure 2. Thermal tolerance to heat stress at individual populations. 481	
A. Thermal tolerance estimated as the temperature causing 50% survivorship (LD50). 482	
B. Thermal limit estimated as the temperature causing 10% survivorship (LD10). Stars 483	
indicate significant differences between split-broods reared at different temperatures 484	
(α = 0.05). 485	
Supplementary Figure 3. Effect phenotypic plasticity on thermal tolerance (LD50 ± 486	
SE) and lethal temperature (LD10 ± SE) for every population. 487	
		
Supplementary Figure 4. Increase in thermal tolerance is summarized by ΔLD50 ± 488	
SE; populations are ordered from lower to higher latitude in the grey shade 489	
corresponding to the respective reaction norm (Fig. 2). 490	
Supplementary Figure 5. Relative contribution of genetic adaptation and phenotypic 491	
plasticity to large-scale latitudinal gradient in Tigriopus californicus. 492	
Supplementary Figure 6. Effect of mortality during development on increase on 493	
thermal tolerance. A. Survivorship at 14 days during development at 20 and 25 °C. 494	
Significant differences are demarked with * (P < 0.05). B. Correlation between 495	
difference of survivorship during development and increase on thermal tolerance 496	
reflected by ΔLD50. A linear regression reveals a negative non-significant relation 497	
between survivorship during development and increase in thermal tolerance. 498	
Supplementary Figure 7. Effect of acclimation on survivorship to heat-stress. Bars 499	
reflect mean survivorship (± SE) to acute heat stress of 36°C for a southern, a central 500	
and a northern population. Animals that developed at 20°C and were acclimated to 501	
25°C for 24 hours did not significantly increase survivorship to heat stress relative to 502	
non-acclimated individuals, while all animals that developed at 25°C did (* for P < 503	
0.05, and ** for P < 0.01; Mann-Whitney U-test). 504	
Supplementary Figure 8. Correlation between latitude and range of air temperature 505	
(A) and mean air temperature (B) across sampled populations. 506	
Supplementary Table 1. Sampling localities of Tigriopus californicus. 507	
Supplementary Table 2. Number of replicates and mean survivorship to heat stress 508	
in split-broods from control (C) and treatment (T) conditions. 509	
Supplementary Table 3. Coefficients of all terms (and categories) included in the 510	
model explaining survivorship to heat-stress. 511	
Supplementary Table 4. Significance values (z-scores) for crossed reaction norms 512	
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